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WE ARE NOT IN CONTROL 

 

Reproduced by kind permission of The Reverend Sammie Armstrong, Diocese 

of Winchester. 

 

As the corona pandemic moved inexorably across the globe, we found        

ourselves learning that we are part of a much bigger whole.  Maybe up to now 

we have been substituting a part (just our part) for the whole. 

“we are in this together” is not a newly minted phrase by any means, though it 

has certainly gained new currency.  But even as we say it or hear it, it’s worth 

reflecting on who we imagine ‘we’ is.  ‘We’ are all in this together.  Will this 

turn out to be a huge shift in our understanding, akin to discovering and      

having to learn that planet earth was not the centre of the universe?  Certainly 

we will have to adjust our view; as someone has said it will have the effect of 

‘lowering mountains and filling valleys’ (which we have hitherto created).  We 

are but a part.  

 

As a consequence, we don’t have to struggle to sort everything out or 

straighten out all the wrinkles ourselves.  We don’t have to stretch to do      

everything perfectly or try to be perfect ourselves.  We do not have to be 

God.  No, what we have to do is to participate, to play a part.  We have to be 

present and to be present with love in our hearts.  For we are not steering the 

ship. 

 

Perhaps we will be set free to learn afresh that we are spiritual beings.  For 

spirituality is not taught, it is caught, once we ‘unfurl our sails’.  And the wind 

will point us, will journey us towards living the sermon on the mount.  I mean 

living it now.  For my life is not about me.  It is about participating in       

something larger.  It is about God.  And our participation needs to be in our 

current situation.  Not thinking back to life before the pandemic.  Not    

imagining and longing for life after lockdown.  No, not running from it but 

joining God in it.  For he is truly there.  



Opportunities for worship during the Covid-19 Pandemic 

The churches in the Chase Benefice remain locked, so no one has been able to 

access the usual services.  The Reverend Dr Michael Foster is pre-recording a 

weekly service which he is posting on YouTube.  To access the link to this, go 

to http://www.chasebeneficedorset.org.uk/  You’ll also find a link on the Chase 

Benefice website to a written order of service. 

 

You may not be familiar with the Church of England service formats, but you 

feel that you require some Christian input.  Then perhaps the Church of      

England Phone Church is for you.  Daily Hope offers music, prayers and     

reflections as well as full worship services from the Church of England at 

the end of a telephone line – and the call is free!  The line – which is     

available 24 hours a day on 0800 804 8044 – has been set up particularly so 

that those unable to join online church services during the period of           

restrictions can still access some form of worship. 

 

Thought for the month 

Faith is like Wi-Fi.  It's invisible, but it has the power to connect you to what 

you need  Anon 

 

 

John McDougal - 1933-2020 

Former Farnham rector John McDougal passed away on 8 May at Maiden 

Castle House care home, Dorchester, after battling coronavirus, aged 86. 

 

John came to Farnham from Wadhurst in West Sussex with his wife Sue and 

two young children Anthony and Clare in 1970 and stayed for 16 years.  He 

was often spotted riding his Vespa bike between the parishes he served, which 

at various times also included Tollard Royal, Chettle, Ashmore, Gussage St 

Michael and Gussage all Saints. 

 

He held the post of Rural Dean of Milton and Blandford between 1981 and 

1986 and was a strong believer in reaching out to all across the community.  

He left to take up a post in Burton Bradstock, and was made a Canon of    

Salisbury Cathedral before retiring to Chideock. 

 

We hope to have an obituary with details of his life in the next magazine. 

http://www.chasebeneficedorset.org.uk/


Editors Message 

 

We have received a number of messages of appreciation for the May edition 

of the Chase Parish Magazine, distributed mainly in electronic format and will 

therefore continue to produce the magazine for the coming months in that 

form.  Our intention is to go back to printed format when that is possible to 

do, to ensure that everyone gets a copy. 

Our magazine produces a slight surplus and it was decided that there was    

sufficient funds to enable us to donate to the Blandford Foodbank and          

received the following from the Manager: 

“This is amazing!  Thank you so much for your wonderful donation, please do 

pass on my thanks to your team for thinking of the food bank at this             

exceptional time, we will ensure that the money is used to purchase the stock 

that is required to make up a standard food parcel.   
 

Thanks again and keep safe. 
 

Gail       Blandford Food Bank Manager “ 

 

 

 

Message from Margaret Clyde: 

We would like to say a massive thank you to all those who responded to our 

appeal, it was wonderful and we were able to make enough  scrub bags, scrubs 

masks and mask extenders to fulfil the needs.  We are still on standby for any 

more requests, but at the moment we are having a rest.  Once again many, 

many thanks to all people who donated fabric and to Pauline who made some 

scrub bags, they were very much appreciated.  



 “Keep to the recipe and this quick and easy bake is so tasty  

- and if there is any left over it freezes really well.”

 



 

VILLAGE NEWS 
 

CHETTLE 

News gatherer Rosamond Sweet-Escott 

rosamond.sweetescott@gmail.com 07786 920991.  

 

Peter Rush 1937 – 2020 

 

Peter was the much-loved father of six - two daughters: Fanny and Issy, and 

four sons: Joe, Sam, Pip and Todd.  He had lived in Chettle since the mid 

1980’s, more recently with his adored partner Vicky. 

 

A very unusual man he had led a full and interesting life.  A graduate of St. 

Martins Arts School, he became an illustrator for the BBC’s Jackanory and for 

childrens' books, writing and illustrating several of this own.  Later he became 

fascinated by the medium of papier mâché and developed a unique method of 

modelling figures in paper.  His figures have graced the front cover of the 

Telegraph Magazine and the huge nativity scene hung from the ceiling in 

Salisbury Cathedral, added to every Christmas for the past 20 years.  

 

 He held fun and extremely popular workshops to teach these methods both 

locally and abroad (Indonesia, Cambodia and India) where he hoped they 

might be able to use these skills to improve their lives. 

 

However, he is perhaps best known for his landscape oil painting of the local 

area.  With many exhibitions of this work and a book Painting Skies and Sea-

scapes published by The Cromwell Press he has left a huge legacy. 

 

A gentle and inspirational soul, Peter will be greatly missed by all who knew 

him. 

 

The Castleman 
Remains closed for the time being but is ready to start up again once lock 

down restrictions are lifted.   On VE Day the chefs produced an Indian themed 

curry take away for villagers to enjoy in their own homes. 

 

Chettle has organised a community WhatsApp group with at least 1 member 

of each household on including those who have workshops or work in the   

village. Say it's a mixture of people asking for things, people saying they are 

off  



to town and offering to pick stuff up and general joviality. And for those not 

on WhatsApp there have been neighbour hook ups so that we know everyone 

is being cared for.  

 

We have a whatsapp growing group with people swapping seeds and plug 

plants with each other 

 

Chettle shop continues to beat the odds and have its shelves wonderfully 

stocked with all the usual produce and more.   We are so very thankful to the 

team who are staffing it every day. 

 

We have been able to point people in the direction of online church services.   

 

 

 FARNHAM                                                        
    News gatherer Mrs Gill Baverstock                                                  

gill.baverstock@hotmail.co.uk   01725 516311  
 

 
Farnham Support  Peter Forbes continues to oversee this activity to support 

anyone in the community during the Covid-19 pandemic.  Systems have been 

developed to meet the support needs of most people.  However if you need 

some help with anything, please don’t hesitate to contact Peter as a starting 

point.  01725 516474; mobile 07836 209730; ppsforbes@gmail.com  

 

50 Club winners for April – the last of the year. 

1st - Jillian Glass; 2nd – Catherine Macrae; 3rd – Chris and Graham Ryder.  

Winnings will be distributed once we are out of lockdown.  We will be         

delaying the start of a new 50 Club year, as we are unable to collect            

subscriptions at the moment.  Any queries, contact Gill on 01725 516311. 

 

The Parish Council continues to function with issues discussed via email.  At 

the moment the playground remains closed but, like everyone else, we are 

keeping a close eye on developments as the lockdown is slowly eased.  Penny 

Everard 

 

Farnham Allotments.  Life at the allotments continues to gather momentum 

as the days get longer and the weather warmer, although as I write this there is 

an icy blast from the north-east, encouraging me to stay indoors.  An             

opportunity to get you all up to date with happenings on the allotment front 

and, by extension, the "Winklebury Table". 

 

mailto:ppsforbes@gmail.com


I am happy to report, all the main plots at the allotments are now fully         

subscribed.  We do still have a couple of raised beds that would suit someone 

short of space or looking to give veg and fruit growing a try. No previous    

experience required; we all had to start somewhere and part of the joy of    

having an allotment is being able to pass on information and skills learnt over 

the years.  It has been possible to maintain our social distancing whilst still 

having interaction with fellow members and this has been a real benefit.  Not 

only that, but the site is in a lovely tranquil setting and jobs get done, or not, 

as the case may be, and at your own pace. 

 

With the dry weather we have been having, there has been a lot of activity   

preparing the ground for seeds, sowing, planting, building raised beds,      

erecting greenhouses and, importantly, harvesting crops as they mature. Weeds 

thankfully have been fairly slow to germinate and grow, so this activity hasn't 

consumed too much of our time. However, the grass keeps growing and the 

stalwarts that operate the lawn mowers have been kept busy. Their efforts are 

much appreciated and we all benefit from the site looking so tidy and smart; it 

uplifts our spirits and encourages us all to greater efforts on our own plots.  

Watering has of course been a major activity, as seeds sown need to be kept 

moist to encourage them to germinate and grow. Both rhubarb and asparagus 

have also enjoyed a good dowsing, have shot up and are currently cropping 

really well. 

 

Those of you that use the Winklebury Table and keep an eye on the Farnham 

Support WhatsApp Group will have seen, and I hope, benefited from the    

surplus produced by the allotments and been able to enjoy the fresh produce.  

There has been a good diversity of plants, both vegetable and flower, that have 

been made available and there has been a definite upsurge of interest in the 

"Table", not only from the allotments, but also from villagers who have       

surplus plants and produce.  We welcome all contributions and it is gratifying 

to see the Table being fully utilised.  Keep an eye out for new additions:        

artichokes and salad currently available, rhubarb keeps on coming, as does   

asparagus. As soon as we get over this current dip in temperature, there will be 

squash and courgette plants available, sunflowers and French marigolds as 

well.  As the season progresses there will be more salad and fresh veg to 

choose from and also flowers and fruit.  It could be a bumper year for         

redcurrants and other soft fruit; strawberries are flowering prolifically at the 

moment, so although there is no Wimbledon tennis, there will be strawberries 

to enjoy.  The hint here is to get the cream ordered now, and for those that are 

inclined, the Pimms!  



All the "Spuds" for the "Spud in a Bag Competition" have now been taken and 

reports have it that there is a lot of nurturing going on and plants are growing 

apace.  Secret ingredients have gone into some of the bags, no doubt, but the 

results will not be known until judgement day on 16th August, when the bags 

are unceremoniously tipped out and the spuds weighed and results recorded.  

Could you be the lucky winner?  See you at the Allotment BBQ on the 16    

August, and good luck with your growing.    Ed Sadd 

 

The Churches Ride & Stride will be on Saturday 12 September.  If the   

lockdown is just a memory by then, would you be prepared to ride or walk in 

aid of Farnham church? Or perhaps a group of keen walkers could get together 

to walk to a number of churches to benefit the historic churches of Dorset?  

Half of the sponsorship raised goes to the Dorset Historic Churches Trust and 

half to Farnham church.  If you are contemplating taking part, please chat to 

Gill Baverstock (516311). 

 

For the Love of Scrubs. Thank you to all those who dropped off sheets, etc. 

at Sheepfold Cottage to donate to the local group, who have put them to good 

use sewing scrubs and the bags to put them in.     Gill 

 

 

TOLLARD ROYAL                                                                                                                                                                                             
 News gatherer Alexandra Thomas                                                        

 Rhodri.Alex@btinternet.com     01725 516320 

 

 
Sadly, our Church is still, like us, in 'Shut Down' and it seems it will remain 

that way for the moment.   
Our Rector Dr Michael Foster retired on Monday 11th May and the Chase 

Benefice has gone into Interregnum, which means there will be no Rector in 

charge for the foreseeable future.   If there are any questions or concerns or 

admin queries, please let Jackie or Catherine know.  Once we are out of      

lockdown, we will continue to have our normal church services subject to 

Government rules.   The formal notice of the Interregnum from the Bishop of 

Salisbury is affixed to the Church gate. 
  
Winners 52 Club 
April     1st prize         Richard Langdon,     2nd prize        Val Marston 
Thanks go to prize winners who have kindly returned their prizes to help with 

keeping things going during the lockdown. 
  

 

 

 



If anyone has their Jar of Change for the charity Water Aid which was the 

Lent Project I would love to collect them up now and get the money off to this 

worthwhile charity.   Can you call me and give me a time and put your jar on 

your doorstep I will come and collect it?   Thank you so much for this and I 

will announce the grand total in due time.   Jackie CC  - 516323 

 

 Tollard Royal Village Social Committee really has little to report; no events 

since last November and none for the foreseeable future. We had hoped to host 

an event to mark the 75th anniversary of VE Day but that was not to be. What 

perfect weather we would have had for it. We look forward to meeting with all 

our friends again and we sincerely thank the ‘good neighbours’ of the        

community who are making the lock down a bit easier for others. 
 

Wiltshire Mobile Library is not in action at the moment but it is worth       

remembering that the Wiltshire (and Dorset) Library Services are providing a 

brilliant free service whereby we can all borrow eBooks, audiobooks and 

magazines on line. There are also children’s activities.                                                          

If you are already a library member you need your card with the 10 digit card 

number and you may need to create a log in pin number. You can join the      

library on line- it is easy!                                                                                                   

I have really enjoyed lots of books and reading numerous expensive         

magazines during the last couple of months - at no cost to me and with     

nothing to recycle. 

 

 

GUSSAGE SAINT MICHAEL                                                                                                       

 News gatherer Mr Stephen Mills                                                    

 stevemillsdorset@hotmail.com   01725 552454 

 
 

 

Village website www.gussagesaintmichael.co.uk checkout the website & see 

what's going on in your village . 
 

Spud & Spout and other events at St Michael Village Hall are all cancelled or 

postponed until further notice due to the Coronavirus shut down. 

The 100 Club will hold its next draw when normal service starts resumes. 

http://www.gussagesaintmichael.co.uk/


  
 

GUSSAGE ALL SAINTS                                                                                                                    

News gatherer    Pauline Dilliway                        

paulineadilliway@gmail.com  01258 840274 

 
  

Gussage All Saints Church Services on Sundays at 10.30 .Zoom,zoom,zoom! 

We have now had our third Sunday service joining with Gussage Saint        

Michael via the wonderful ‘Zoom’ technology set up by Amy Bending and 

Simon Tong. We meet and greet before Simon leads us through an informal 

worship service. Individuals read the lesson and the prayers. Our 

‘congregation’ includes folk from both villages and further afield - Wimborne 

and Salisbury.   Rev Robert Prance has joined us on the last two occasions.  It 

is a great joy to see and hear our friends and fellow worshippers and to have 

this opportunity to pray for the whole corvid situation across the world as well 

as our individual situation here in the villages. We have the opportunity to 

give thanks for all our blessings and the wonderful way in which camaraderie 

is growing up amongst us as we share news and answer calls for help. We see 

our community growing closer together in this crisis and we give thanks to 

God for it and pray that we shall continue in this way to ‘ love our neighbour’. 

Our Zoom Church meetings are open to all. The details go out on Fridays via 

WhatsApp Village Help but if you are not involved in that and would like to 

join us just send your email and we will forward you the meeting numbers for 

Zoom.          paulineadilliway@ gmail.com 

 

 

The Gussage helpline has in the past few weeks shown us all that our      

community is one that encompasses the whole village and that of Gussage St 

Michael.  From the birthday wishes extended to members of the village to the 

amazing playing of Martin to cheer us all and raise our spirits. The helpline is 

vital for all and its use has been so varied from shopping to Harvelle and   

Martins information on their takeaway menu, to people wanting prescriptions 

or shopping to almost anything from the arrival of a new born calf at         

Bowerswain to a lamb at Southfield. Or plants and seed swaps, truly a way 

that modern tech has helped our community. The help line has been a positive 

force it has enabled our community spirit to shine through at a most trying 

time for our community.     Chris Payne 

mailto:paulineadilliway@gmail.com
http://gmail.com/


The Drovers continues to provide wonderful support to the Community 

throughout this difficult time as they help us to stay safe and close to home 

with the 'essentials shop and fabulous takeaway'. We thank Harvelle and    

Martin for the vital connection and friendly face that they provide to us all,      

making sure that no one is forgotten. As a community we are so thankful that 

we successfully fought to save our beloved local for the benefit of the        

community and for future generations and we will all continue to support each 

other through these tough times and look forward to brighter days when we 

can meet again.  

Please see their advert for the revised opening times to give them a break on 

Mondays   SallyMarlow 

 
VE Day was celebrated in a quieter way in Gussage All Saints than would 

have been done in other circumstances. However our WhatsApp Group      

proposed that we should decorate our houses with red, blue and white bunting 

and flags and have a picnic in the front garden. This idea was taken up and 

throughout the village there was much merriment.  Well done everyone!  

 

Notes from the Village Hall.   As expected there have not been any event   

activities during the last month but, as mentioned earlier, we have taken the 

opportunity to decorate the Hall.  The main hall walls and ceiling have been 

completely refreshed, plaster repaired and damp treated, and the whole          

repainted.  Additionally the exterior woodwork has been painted along with 

the metal railings along the front, and the porch, and it is all looking so much 

better.   Fresh bedding plants for the pots too.      

A donation of £100 was made to Forest Forge Theatre Company to help them 

along a little.    Richard Hill. 

 

 







      CHURCH WARDENS 

 

ALL SAINTS 

  Gussage All Saints    Chris Payne   Southfields    01258 840255 

 

  Tarrant Keynston       Mr Grahame Webb   The Leys    01258 451177 

  Tarrent Monkton Mrs Vicky Gumm  East Farm    01258 830240 

    Mr Paul Speakman   Badger's Cete             01258 830283 

 

SAINT LAURENCE 

  Farnham    Mrs Gill Baverstock.  Sheepfold Cottage    01725 516311 

    Mr Timothy Tustin,   Sarunds House    01725 516385  

 

 

SAINT MARY 

  Chettle   Mr David Mordaunt  Saint Mary’s Farmhouse   01258 830791 

    Mrs Elizabeth Mordaunt Saint Mary’s Farmhouse   01258 830791 

 

  Tarrant Hinton  Vacant     enquiries to Rev’d Dr Michael Foster   01258 830764  

 

  Tarrant Gunville Vacant     enquiries to  Chair of the pcc Richard Keightley. 01258 830418.  

 

  Tarrant Rushton  Mr Nick Harding   Preston Farm   01258 458318            

    Mrs Caroline Tory,   The Orchard,    01258 452452             

      

 

SAINT MICHAEL 

  Gussage St Michael Mr Peter Bending  Waterside    01258 840027 

    Mr Simon Tong   Bridge House   01258  840061  

 

SAINT PETER AD VINCULA 

  Tollard Royal  Mrs Jackie Carlyle-Clarke Tollard Green Farm  01725 516323 

    Mrs Catherine Henderson Laburnums    01725 516353 

 

 

LAY PASTORAL ASSISTANTS 

    Tarrant Rushton  Mrs Caroline Tory      01258 452452 

 


